Tonende Handschri$, Pfenninger painted the area of the film normally used for the soundtrack, thereby controlling the sound with a synthetic tool. Itwas particularly important and encouraging for me to realize that the way I was following was not new and, on the contrary, that many artists had been on the same track in the past.
The first decades of this century were very active in terms of experimentation with mixed media. Artists such as Scriabin, Kandinsky and Klee were interested in combining music and visual arts [B17] . Even more important, the Soviet director Eisenstein was the first artist to create a movie based on a contemporary composition, AfexanderNevsky by Prokofiev [Vll] . Eisenstein also introduced many important ideas for organizing the visual and the musical aspects of film when creating the work and when editing. He wrote several books in which he explained his montage technique in detail and stated the possibility of having an audiovisual counterpoint, a fundamental concept for this kind of art [B7] . However, although he introduced new ideas about audio- visual language, his movies were narrative, and in this sense traditional, while the other filmmakers I have mentioned created non-narrative films, the kind that I have always been interested in. It is interesting to note, however, that towards the end of the 1920s music visualization using abstract animation was quite popular in Europe, and it was regularly shown in public theatres. The most famous of these filmmakers, 0. Fishinger, was even hired by the Disney studios to direct part of the film Fantasia.
I saw many of those films and other films made in the 1940s and 1950s [V23, V25-V28, V37, V38] and realized that the elec-
A B S T R A C T
Composing with timbres i n volves an approach that is very different from the usual way of conceiving traditional Western music. In fact, it is problematic to attempt to organize timbres according to tradi. tional principles. The author b e lieves that if it is possible to estab lish links between audio and video events, then it is both possible to use the visual language to organize a music composition and possible to create abstract visual objects that correspond to synthetic sounds, consequently having a biunivocal link between audio and video events. The relationships between abstract animation and synthetic sounds are investigated in light of the correspondences between sound timbres and visual shapes, between perceived audio and video spatial locations and b e tween perceived audio and video intensities. An audiovisual work called Dynamics was based on these correspondences. tronic media would be suited for me to create audiovisual works. I subsequently came across other artists' work. I found that John Whitney Sr.'s concepts were ideally connected to the works of the early filmmakers, since Whitney has always created abstract films and videos. Also, Whitney began in the 1940s using the film as physical support, but subsequently ended up with videotape and eventually computers as image generators [B40, V38-V44]. I, too, began to use computers, an Apple I1 Plus specifically, in order to create images and music with a digital medium. The main advantage of such a medium is the great control of each event in the audio and video domains. My ideal has always been to have a common software controlling the audio and video devices.
I started creating several works with digital media in 1981. These included Orbital City, which used a common structure for the music and the images. Produced with a Yamaha CX5M, a small computer with low-resolution graphics and FM capabilities, Orbital City took into account many interesting ideas about the meaning of sacred shapes and their correlation with ancient music [B3, B4, B18, B33, B34, VI].
In the last few years I have met with other artists involved in this particular art field, and I have seen many other videos and works related to this idea [B8, B10, B11, B13, B14, V 4 V8, V12, V36, V45, V461. Even though some of the works and ideaswere not interesting to me, they all contributed to a better understanding of how to continue this fascinating research. For example, in Milan I met painter called Luigi 
D Y N M C S
Dynamics, which has received support from the Council for the Arts at M.I.T., is based on correspondences between aural and visual objects. The correspondences are extended across several perceived parameters of the audio and video objects. In Dynamics there are three fundamental correspondences between the audio and video events: timbre-shape, perceived location and perceived intensity.
Timbre-Shape
I have decided to establish this correspondence because I think that timbre and shape are the features that best define what we hear and see, respectively. Arnold Schoenberg more precisely states in his Hamonielehre, "I think that sound reveals itself by means of the timbre and that pitch is a dimension of the timbre. The timbre is therefore the whole, the pitch is part of this whole, or better, pitch is nothing more than timbre measured injust one dimension" [B35] . However, one of the original goals of this project was to create a composition using complex timbres. My musical interest is in fact highly concentrated on timbres. I think that timbre has become one of the areas of major interest in contemporary music [B35, B371. One of the great innovations that computers have brought to music has been the possibility of synthesizing new sounds, immensely increasing the number of instruments a composer can deal with. Jean-Claude Risset and David Wessel also stated, "With the control of timbre now made possible through analysis and synthesis, composers. . . can articulate musical compositions on the basis of timbral rather than pitch variations. . . . It is conceivable that proper timbral control might lead to quite new musical architectures" [B28] . In the visual domain, I believe that shape is the element that defines an object. However, I think that the actual physical phenomena of sound and light have very different properties and behavior than hearing and vision. Nevertheless, I think that in our minds there are similar 'categories' (qualities) common to vision, hearing and other senses [B12] . This is why I believe it makes sense to speak, in everyday language, about 'cold color' or 'harsh sound' and so forth [B6, B16, B20, B21, B26B28, B34, B391.
Perceived Spatial Location
This correspondence is established between the positionsof the audio and video sources in a space. For instance, avisual object located in acertain position in space emits its sound from the same location. One way to achieve this result is to use a video projector, a big screen and four speakers located at corners of the screen. The speakers then create not only the usual stereo image (right-left) , but also the topbottom image, filling the area of the screen. However, the perception of the localization of sounds is not as precise as that of visual elements and is a function of the spectral content of the sound [B15, B361. This fact influences the way I imagine the size of the shapes to be matched with the sounds. In other words, the original size of a certain shape is a function of the spatial extension of the corresponding sound, which is in turn a function of the spectral content of the sound itself.
Perceived Intensity
Another precise correspondence is between the perceived intensities of the audio and video events (loudness and brightness). As loudness changes, following an envelope, so does the brightness of the corresponding shape change. Eventually, the visual object can fade out while the loudness becomes zero [B15]. This correspondence has a side effect: since the attack of sounds influences the perception of timbres, the envelope of sounds can modify not only the brightness of the visual object, but also its shape.
When creating the correspondence, my approach is:
I create a sound I am interested in. It is usually easier to model shapes on sounds than vice versa. I sketch an outline ofthe temporal behavior of the main components of the timbre. .I imagine a shape that changes over time and matches the behavior of sound and I write down a description of the shape. B31. David F. Rogers, ProceduralElements for CornprterGraphics (New York McCraw Hill, 1985) .
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